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Section A

Answer all questions in the spaces provided.

State the values of lt I for which the binomial expansion of (3 + 2x)+ is valid.

Circle your answer.
[1 mark]

H.3 l"l. t l,l. s

A zoologist is investigating the growth of a population of red squirrels in a forest.

She uses the equation N = 200 - as a model to predict the number of squirrels,

1 + 9e-E

N, in the population / weeks after the start of the investigation.

What is the size of the squirrel population at the start of the investigation?

Circle your answer.
[1 mark]

200

t= o N- 2C(3 2*A

40

to



3 (a)

A curve is defined by the parametric equations

x=t3+2, y=t2-1

Find the gradient of the curve at the point where t = -2
[4 marks]

dA = 1F ,-.
de< ST st

at L.: -Z

3 (b) Find a Cartesian equation of the curve.
[2 marks]

Turn over )



4

4 The equation xt - 3x + 1 : 0 has three real roots.

Show that one of the roots lies between -2 and -14 (a)

-L\ <(*L -3Gz ft:
[2 marksl

I

/-t s

tj-rer.e ro st b*}1^J e.a*-,r

-rl : (*t* *

{J^ e^rv\

4 (b) Taking x1= -2 as the first approximation to one of the roots, use the Newton-Raphson

method to find xr, the second approximation.

(r.J = J.3* Tr*. ---\
Sc *z

[3 marks]

t:1__i

i x (-z\t* S



4 (c) Explain why the Newton-Raphson method fails in the case when the first approximation
is x', = -1

Nq*Jro". (2:p].<-s.'...

[1 mark]

'(^rl

a(z G, -l
3 \"-rh,'s,,[^

.b e-ot-t-I{ =f d,ir;ol.ng b-5 z-es

Turn over for the next question

Turn over )



5 (a) Determine a sequence of transformations which maps the graph of y = cosd onto the
graPh of Y=3cosd+3sind

Fully justify your answer.

3 c",:sG *- 3 siP" G '=

[6 marks]

A c=s (e * *-]
=. f2 .o= Gc=s d- f R s\,^ e s'i-, t-

fZ Gb s, d-
I

!t' 3 b{r-. 
^: 

*-:. 1

3o*"e -r 3 s.oe: JTE-.{=-} (g*El

T- rlnq.P g: qII

#r^",ql.ot<-

S.t"e*."t^ J/E-c-+\b.\

-sqo[



5 (b) Hence or otherwise find the least value and greatest value of

4 r- (3cos d + 3sin 9)2

Fully justify your answer.
[3 marksl

*-Z'-

,-r-*.>*. + t( s=-tq+3Ii=Fl-- "

rrn.',,-. va,\t*-s. < -k= - ....... .-., .. '...

Turn over for the next question

7-e,rts

Turn over )



6 (a)

A curve C, has equation !=x2 -4x+ft , whereftis a constant.

It crosses the x-axis at the points (z+ Js,o)and (z -.6, o)

Find the value of ft .

?-

4- J< lt 2-+{€
4- S tr- r t-{

lr^fa __3. fz= {

[2 marksl



6 (b) Sketch the curve C, labelling the exact values of all intersections with the axes.

7-r
(z-'t rr, <s )

( z-.{7t

[3 marks]

Turn over for the next question

Turn over )
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7 (al

A student notices that when he adds two consecutive odd numbers together the answer
always seems to be the difference between two square numbers.

He claims that this will always be true.

He attempts to prove his claim as follows:

Step 1: Check first few cases

3+5=8 and B=32-12

5+7 =12 and 12=42 -22

7+9:16 and 16:52 -32

Step 2: Use pattern to predict and check a large exarnple

101+ 103 =204
subtract 1 and divide by 2for the first number

Add '1 and divide by two for the second number

522 -502 = 204 it works!

Step 3: Conclusion

The first few cases work and there is a pattern, which can be used to predict larger
numbers.

Therefore, it must be true for all consecutive odd numbers.

Explain what is wrong with the student's "proof'.
[1 mark]

t I r r 't Iq1:= pJ^q !13 ! ilf ti; Y-'^ i q-r\ +

f'tttt
t**r- Lh g-t^, ylCb '.\ .{. C-t Ji S O.f-*i, *- .:'i L--_-

..=. t Lr q.f- Si r-"1, : t ar- c:cr$e. S
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7 (b) Prove that the student's claim is correct.

s<eo.'at 2n*3
S.^-.,

F h\bra-c+ <L , :- t.^ 2 fd- I sb
(2n'-t-l\-,^2 - n 6r

c,dd 7-- . - Vs 2- #n Zd

*la* 
f*n r? )'- r,'

Lt-n -+- L{-

[3 marks]

2n+l +Z.r 3 : \-'r

\^Jh r 
''s-1", th-q .Su'.'r -fl tt"*-rS

qcjd "1,r-r^*!rerl
SLudo-;f\5 c[<e.i-"n+

Turn over for the next question

2 etqrte.- ) 'Sq
t^ t'-s <r=r/ec.t

Turn over )
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I

8 (a)

A curve has equatio tl y = 2x cos Sx + (Sx2 - 4)sin 3x

.dv
Find iI, giving your answer in the form(mx2 + r)cos 3x, where m andn are integers.

= 2-. cc.s 3cc + ( 3=.1- ? Sr-n3:c
T

vt

[4 marks]

c.ha'\-\ r,*l*-
2-5<>".-3su-'3" -+ Z-** 3;1c

t' -r 6tc s.;.Sq *- 3 c**3=. (st'-r+l,
/

4. * 4-- slr,^3- -*- d.. si-l3>q
+- 2 ce.S3=q. tqrJ(c.-\Sc -12sc"53:e

Srrr

dg-.

3t>c'P I C*
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8 (b) Show that the x-coordinates of the points of inflection of the curve satisfy the equation

cot 3r -gx2 -10
6x

[4 marks]
d.1
cbn

( q-*.1, o ) css ?rq

=h ,^. t'r+, f u"\",g,

.,tal .Si,. 5:c r"i-'o)
Qg**el* "{."''b".

3 st*rSoc('1=l- !G) : I R x.<rKx
qt -,o =( lA r,. cs s 3rq-

7 K St'r t5rc
,2-

Ysc - (O CoS 3:c

6:c- Srn j3rc-

a s.-- -te c-t 3=.
6s< (o, r€",-.'.dl

Turn over )
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9 (a) Three consecutive terms in an arithmetic sequence are 3e-P,5,3ep

Find the possible values of p. Give your answers in an exact form.

-3 *-* P s*
[6 marks]

,-) f
\.e

\'----l

p
Sq- s*

I(} 3

(:) < 3 *:"- lc eP +- 3
tj (3or i)fni_n- sl

frZPQi C *-' = ,J q- *r J _ _

E.-b|",*- 3 *j *1. ="- c
f1

E?_
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9 (b) Prove thatthere is no possible value of qfor which 3e-q, 5, 3eq are consecutive terms
of a geometric sequence.

[4 marks]

3e. -4, s 3 ra-a

s><s ?
zs z cl

ot qo,*ttna*d.'ct '=..
? -ca--se- s GDL)e- cre ',1c5ts

Ca,,.-1Sg-rAaroE #errr"-+ i-'t c\
t.g1<.5=,nnq-Lr-r<- S€,AL^ a-^ cr*

END OF SECTION A
TURN OVER FOR SECTION B

Turn over )
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Section B

Answer allquestions in the spaces provided.

10 A single force of magnitude 4 newtons acts on a particle of mass 50 grams.

Find the magnitude of the acceleration of the particle.

Circle your answer.

rM\ €F -<:S
Fo^ s-z

T o"cs qx

[1 mark]

12.5 ms-2 0.08 m s-2 0.0125 m s-2 80 m s-2

F: n\ cr.

t:- lf
-. 

1l-r.i 

-
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11 A uniform rod, AB, has length 3 metres and mass 24 kg.

A particle of mass M kg is attached to the rod at A.

The rod is balanced in equilibrium on a support at C, which is 0.8 metres from A.

0.8 m O"*lr.r
'cQ::::-7

fla3
Find the value of M.

2t3

[2 marks]

/4: <3"*1 xL+
C'

{v\:4-[

Turn over for the next question

Turn over )
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12 A particle moves on a straight line with a constant acceleration , a m s-2

The initial velocity of the particle is U m s-1.

After Tseconds the particle has velocity V m s-1.

This information is shown on the velocity-time graph.

v (m s-1)

V

r (s)

The displacement, ,S metres, of the particle from its initial position at time Z seconds is

given by the formula

s =){u +rt)r

By considering the gradient of the graph, or otherwise, write down a formula for a in
terms of U, V and T.

[1 mark]

12 (al

G<
u-q (;,*n-- \
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12 (b) Hence show that Vz =(J2 +2aS
[3 marksl

: ( t-t -r\.2 ) ( of : g
"_ 

<-
2o (**

.--J
€ LIV-L,tYa-\/--Lt

Ct\4'

- Zq^S =V -t+

Turn over for the next question

i,^ G, q = 5(ql-J(Y=*

Turn over )
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13 The three forces Ft, Fzand F, are acting on a particle.

\=(2s,+12j) N

F2 = (-7a+ 5j) ru

r, : (tsi - 2Bj) N

The unit vectors i and j are horizontal and vertical respectively.

The resultant of these three forces is F newtons.

13 (a) (i) Find the magnitude of F, giving your answer to three significant figures.

: 3t.-?8s

[2 marksl

F
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13 (a) (ii) Find the acute angle that F makes with the horizontal, giving your answer to the
nearest 0.1"

[2 marks]

b,<r-" Q =
__r_l__.
3s @#la

C+' =- l8 , r{-= qor..**"f *.ri

13 (b) The fourth force, Fo , is applied to the particle so that the four forces are in equilibrium.

Find Fo , giving your answer in terms of i and j.

[1 mark]

F 33i

(+
^-f== 6z-suaLh=-.t rc,(re

Turn over for the next question

Turn over )
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14 The graph below models the velocity of a small train as it moves on a straight track for
20 seconds.

The front of the train is at the point A when / = 0

The mass of the train is 800k9.

u (m s-1)

Find the total distance travelled in the 20 seconds.

ft a F1. 6 ?r L+ $.,-

r:rrlcl:< (> ec-e\er"ch o"'

/ (s)

[3 marks]

0

-2

14 (al

B ?- }-r rr-z.g: lAr,,r

C.*D
T--f*t = erE+t6f le

:74r-t
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14 (b) Find the distance of the front of the train from the point A at the end of the 20 seconds.

[1 mark]

[t-.-tT-rGl lc)

S I-t- rrn

1a (c) Find the maximum magnitude of the resultant force acting on the train.

[2 marks]

ffcx* ca t c-n-[ e"nJhre'r- = F- 2**,:

F t 6 Cc.l F{

14 (d) Explain why, in reality, the graph may not be an accurate model of the motion of the
train.

[1 mark]

ni h.a-[-r 
=rsl1C1 

w *.-,-'tcl Fteve- €-\rn 4.r

Turn over )
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15 At time t = 0, a parachutist jumps out of an airplane that is travelling horizontally.

The velocity, v m s-1, of the parachutist at time / seconds is given by:

15 (a)

y : (4oe-o 
2, 

) 
I + so (e* ,, -,) j

The unit vectors i and j are horizontal and vertical respectively.

Assume that the parachutist is at the origin when / = 0

Modelthe parachutist as a particle.

Find an expression for the position vector of the parachutist at time f.

Vz
*C,'2!(t+oe- i' t-so ll-r

[4 marks]

-'rttJa

-o'2'lr

fa

f.r)

-# E:- C - ct crt-3.-1

z*5e.a-t>"-+1-of; t-d -ao + d =25-€

L: ( - :-oc q-='-o* :z-ocl:
"+-<*2So Q: o. z-t* sot \-

1- ZSc" 7 -l
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15 (b) The parachutist opens her parachute when she has travelled 100 metres horizontally.

Find the vertical displacement of the parachutist from the origin when she opens
her parachute.

*Looq- ct'2€y2-.,g :- ltr ce

[4 marks]

hor ia*'.tal
*o, Z:e

ZOA €,- e ZaG -loc,
-o'zEQ-

I (59
1-g e>

4a 2-b s -J-ln z-
l,r€.1 -+65-1 3 s
-o,,\i c€-tr r.lS

^ra 
ra-# :
€ o- Zx3

=:-So C-
" +€s-T

: So >< j .+( " '- rz-SG

t.p-E-z-B6fclstL{-,+-\

15 (c) Carefully, explaining the steps that you take, deduce the value of g used in the
formulation of this model.

[3 marks]

vqrhi..-[
S<: .c-

Gg rr,n : rra**-

-cP'z-t* sc

* O. a.:t=, SO Q-
.2-s

2-
dc
.d

:-fOta-

Turn over )
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16 In this question use g = 9.8 m s-2.

The diagram shows a box, of mass 8.0 kg, being pulled by a string so that the box
moves at a constant speed along a rough horizontalwooden board.

6\a alqce-[g..r,rh'"c'^
The string is at an angle of 40o to the horizontal. ['
The tension in the string is 50 newtons.

16 (a)

The coefficient of friction between the box and the board is p

Modelthe box as a particle.

Show that p:0.83

Ur'
F;5

[4 marks]

f2, ( -=zl ?r. o : S'c: **" trcf * F @
& + SG- S,L-r +<io -

- ,l
;^/t t LL

Cl s""oo-s F: 3R-3oz2zzl 6 x/

€. !+6 . 26 cG t g SZ- N_!

- :tg \i"=r ttq:

38 " 3sze.zz-l& o-s
"z-6<lGtq'SZ-

>,3 (z_ap)
L+-6

sG"

r-
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Question 16 continues on the next page

Turn over )
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16 (b) One end of the board is lifted up so that the board is now inclined at an angle of 5 " to
the horizontal.

The box is pulled up the inclined board.

The string remains at an angle of 40" to the board.

The tension in the string is increased so that the box accelerates up the board at 3 m s-2

-- >*> -2-;: 3'-'s89\
16 (b) (i) Draw a diagram to show the forces acting on the box as it moves.

[1 mark]
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16 (b) (ii) Find the tension in the string as the box accelerates up the slope at 3 m s-2.

[7 marks]
/\

ft L ---') 6,qrqt[<! tr= p\c^-"+-

P,= 3 = T<="s+(:o- F=FgS:-, s*
@

NC ve"b<r"!

i v.e J fr +tlcos S
cr . $213 6G q

F = O " B2-1.i6 6oct'f6 ( SqcosSo -fl\,^
qvb rr @

z n: = l(.s=-s r+O*-- q.-:Szr 3-e-$ "tjlS 6Rg*-l so 
-\

-T S..^ ,ro*j

9a S,r,-rSg

2 r. *-o,82-7366ott6* 8e-s:S+ &s sir 5l
: c-.= S r-+'eo -v C) . B2--ln 64al{+f ( 

:F:*tna(3o

9s - I+aR Si63,2- : T(.-=(f(]o J- c] . Eu.1 16(olst(

I-c-]

$t h .t-o=

fl-ll- q5 - lt-:8€"3 Lgz

C*$ ffil€-t-<?' 82-? a 6€'qe!rK s' '"r +4
3,"sSl 31

:-- -1 1l - 6 A\"r ( 3 s-F- Turn over )
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17 ln this question use g = 9.81 m s-2.

A ball is projected from the origin.
position vector (40i - 10j) metres.

After 2.5 seconds,_the ball lands at the point with

The unit vectors i and j are horizontal and vertical respectively.

Assume that there are no resistance forces acting on the ball.

'17 (al Find the speed of the ball when it is at a height of 3 metres above its initial position.

[6 marks]

./ l'""J 1ri (t> S e I - -J-*:Lq^i

X p'e!-Jt{

g2

(}

-\6

etS(3.x'2 -S*
.: Vc*5ft

^3
({'.

\J

q "T.F r

\it4V

4

cit:

?c "6S625- * !,c -:- V S" t;\ €

l( '=L4E-t-2

z{,2s
\,'2- : *=- +-2*a-s

.!o-2>*T "L\ [ ><*3
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17 (b) State the speed of the ballwhen it is at its maximum height.

[1 markl

I 6 ,n-. S.- 
[ (- l"..-"fzc'"&*\

c=cj

of$ n-Y

Explain why the answer you found in part (b) may not be the actual speed of the ball

when it is at its maximum height.
[1 mark]

r1#' rru-.-rCi, Cirr f:uin €Su'Sfurrt<*- '

e-r,- fa \ r1$tr:hc"q-

)

17 (cl

c-*uld
.Sbr^;

fZ O.r-t^.
--J

cjefrul ot s u-Ji,^ c[ :peEaC -f

END OF QUESTIONS

Vc,rtz:-^f, .''{ r ^ fe.=\.

Turn over )


